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The songs on this album, 

Joy, Resurrection, Knight of Love, Magic Vows, If you Believe, The Promise, Heartbeat of 

Love, Love's Magic Land, 

Magic Place, Twinkle, Made in Love, and Angel. 

The Song, JOY is a joyful celebration of the grand victory of Knowing our Reality as the 

Children of God. It is a song of Realization of who we are after we go through the 

transmuttation that allows us to Remember and Re-cognize our brains into a new Reality. 

This song, RESURRECTION is talking about the Resurrection of my husband, Joe 

(aDolphino) as we went through the journey of his posession, death, transformation and 

resurrection. When a Cosmic Twin Flame, such as Crystalai and aDolphino decide to come 

to Earth, they are together as One Star that must lower its frequencies to enter the Earth's 

portal. The groups of Fallen Angelics who actually chose to become Demons in order to 

return to Source as Space Dust were at one time a part of our own Angelic Families. The 

Family that we belong to is called the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean Family from the 

Eleventh Stargate. Our Cetacean Family was mostly destroyed by Fallen Angelic Groups. 

The few of us who survived, joined the Guardian Groups of Sirius B who are here working 

with Councils from Stargates five and six to oversea the transformation of all families of 

consciousness-those who have fallen and desire to be reborn. 

Three demonic entities were seeking out our light when we lived in Monterey. Demons are 

on the mission of posessing the Female of the Cosmic Twins. If the female is possesed, she 

cannot be retrieved. However, if the male is possessed, the female has the magnetic 

frequency that bring him back. This is how Resurrections have always been performed.  

Once the demons were returned to StarDust, our mission was complete and Joe was able to 

be reborn into his new body and new consciousness. 

What happened to us was actually a fast version of what is happening to everyone on 

Earth. We are all going through this process of being transmutted into a new body, a new 

reality, a new consciousness. Christmas 2013 will be a big part of this transformation. 

Magic Vows is the Magical Journey that I took in Consciousness into the Cosmic Portals 

that connected to the Star where aDolphino and Crystalai had been At One as a Star before 

coming to Earth. The Song tells the tale of the Cosmic Twins reattuning into the 

Frequencies of the Star from which we were born in order to return the Demons to Stardust 

and to connect to the highest Soul Matrix that would allow aDolphino to return to Earth. 

The journey was magical. There was never a moment when I was not seeing the grand 

victory of the original mission that we came to Earth to perform. There were thousands of 

Angels trying to retrieve aDolphino from the darkness of the Demonic intruders. The only 

way for the transformation to take place was the complete entry into the Diamon Doors of 

Source's White Room where the magical crystalline temples of transformation performed 

the Resurrection and our Magic Vows that would reunite our bodies as One and then return 

aDolphino to Earth as a Higher Consciousness. 

 

Magic Place describes what the Earth looks like when we are journeying back down from 

the Cosmic Temples and view the reality of this magical Emerald Jewel with 12th 

dimensional Consciousness and then through fifth dimensional consciousness. We journied 

back down through the Cloud Cities and the Aurora Fields of Divine Reality. 

The Song, If you Believe is another victory song reminding us that we are the creators 

when we use the highest frequency of Divine Mind to create we can raise the dead, we can 

heal, we can manifest our hearts desires. 



The Song, The Promise, is the absolute knowing that the Guardians will complete their 

promise of man returning to the absolute kingdom of heaven where he belongs. 

The song,Knight of Love is the story of the Journey I took with Pegasus, my magical friend 

who carried me up into the Cosmic Realms. The Pegasus Family was always a part of the 

Oraphim Raceline and close relatives to the Braharama Cetaceans. 

This album is the TRUTH about Eternal Life and Freedom from Death forever. It is about 

our natural ability to ascend by reuniting with our Soul Matrix - our Super Consciousness 

that allows us to travel through visionary stories that we create in our dreams to project as 

our new realities as we ascend through the pearly gates of at one ment with the Mind of 

God. 
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THIS FREQUENCY MUSIC transforms Cosmic Consciousness into Visionary, 

Dreamscapes from the Inner realms Frequencies attuned through the Omniverse. The 

mission of Cosmic Dolphin Magic. NING.Com is to bring the HIGHEST FREQUENCIES 

TO EARTH THROUGH MUSIC. 

Our music tunes in to the Highest Frequency in the Cosmos. What is the Highest 

Frequency? Source. 

How do we tune in to that Frequency? When we walk into the FULL SPECTRUM LIGHT, 

including the White Light Light, the Invisible Light, the Plasma and StarDust of Creation, 

we are merging our Consciousness into the Source Field of Creation. When we turn around 

and walk out of this Realm THE ULTRA VIOLET BLUE Spere is Created. That Sphere of 

Blue Light is the proof of the ignition of the Highest Frequency. 

We can tune in to that Blue Sphere by walking into the Sun (in Consciousness) and then 

seeing the Blue Sphere around us. We can also tune in by moving completely into a Candle 

or even into a Light Bulb that is turned on. When we move consciousness into the White 

light and Create the Blue sphere, we feel a Frequency in the Mid Brain. This means the 

Frequency Specific Mid brain has been turned on. 

This is the first step that must be accomplished before we can start living on the Channel 

(like a t.v. channel or a radio channel) of the Highest Frequency. We must turn off the old 

television channels that the world's illusions are playing around us. We go into the 

Frequency Specific Mid Brain, create the NEW REALITY ( a perfect new body that is free 

from any error). We see this perfect self that is made in the image and likeness of God in 

our Mind's Eye and then Inhale Down into the Heart Chakra area which I call the Crystal 

Heart. It is actually the Etheric Region within the Thymus. It is where all Imagination takes 

place. And that is the Imagination that creates reality. 

We create the new reality of the perfect body. We see the little mini me within the thymus 

that is crystalline in structure and looks just like ME - or YOU. It is made of light and 

crystal and it is made in the perfect 12 DNA formula of Christ Divine Blue Print. The little 

mini me is a hologram of the new reality or the new movie that is going to be developed in 

the Mind of God. 

When That REALITY is clearly seen, clearly felt, clearly exerienced as the little you inside 

of your thymus, THEN AND ONLY THEN do you INHALE that mini me up through the 

back portal of the medulla oblangata-- the place between the top of the spine and the skull. 

Inhale through that portal and up 36 inches above the head. This is the place where the 

Cosmic Consciousness and the Mind of God unite - it is the place where the Blue sphere is 

created - the place where we walk into the White Light and then turn around to see a sphere 



of ultra violet blue appear. We inhale up to that PLACE. 

So, now there are two of you. One is sitting in your chair and the other one is the mini me 

version that is 36 inches above your head. That mini me is being re made, reborn, re 

created in the Mind of God. You are the co-creator. You have the right to make that mini 

me into anything you want it to be. You see the mini me as the perfect self that was made 

in the divine formula of Christ Consciousness. 

Next, after that new movie is made within the Mind of God, You inhale that NEW YOU 

down through Mid Brain through the EIRA Tube or God Light Stream, see the new movie 

that has been made into a NEGATIVE of the picture and then EXHALE to create the 

POSITIVE of the picture in your reality field around you. 

There is actually a radial shield of energy that is a magnetic mirror that allows the new 

movie or the reality of  you to be projected on that movie screen around you, and that 

becomes your new reality. 

How does the music do this for you? When I create the music for you, I am aligning your 

consciousness through this formula. I actually make the Divine Image of you and create it 

in your Crystal Heart and take your mini me up into the Cosmos and perform the rebirth of 

the new you into the Ultra Violet Blue light, where Source creates the Negative of the new 

picture. This is the exact process used in creating your Individualized Eternal Life albums. 

Now, You must connect your consciousness into those frequencies of Divine Alignment 

that have transformed every cell in your body. You must exhale that same magical 

frequency from the music into your consciousness and manifest the new you. The music 

can't do anything until you tune in to it. If you are still tuning in to some other music 

channel, or some other reality channel, you won't be experiencing the frequencies of the 

Music created to bring the Highest Frequencies to Earth. 

For those of you who would like to CELEBRATE the JOY of knowing this project of 

Transformation, Resurrection and ReBirth has been completed, you might like listening to 

and purchasing the JOY album. Samples of all 12 songs are now playing on the MAIN 

PAGE. We also recommend Magic Christmas and Ascension Christmas Cd's and mp3's at 

this time of year. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS, 

Crystalai 
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